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MARARA:

I’ve moved house more than seven times and I cook by

myself.

CUFFE:

But you cook for yourself why?

MARARA:

Because I cannot trust anybody.

CUFFE:

You think they might go as far as to poison you?

MARARA:

They have done. Many people have been poisoned.

CUFFE:

This man has been warned that his life is in danger and

that the threat comes from the Government of Rwanda. In tonight’s File on 4, we investigate
evidence that two countries – Rwanda and Zimbabwe – are sending spies to the UK to stifle
opposition, sometimes even to kill. We also hear claims they are using the asylum system to
infiltrate refugee communities here. Both countries receive huge amounts of aid from Britain.
A former foreign minister suggests it may be time to cut off that financial support.

-2HOWELLS:

If there is any hint at all that these people are

threatening British citizens or residents or they’ve been allowed to stay here, then we must
say to them, ‘I’m sorry, this aid is going to be cut off immediately.’

SIGNATURE TUNE

ACTUALITY OF DOOR BEING LOCKED

CUFFE:

Before he goes out, Jonathan Musonera makes sure his

wife and baby daughter are safe and checks that no-one is following him.

MUSONERA:

I changed this lock, it is a strong lock now. You see,

it’s a strong door.

CUFFE:

He’s a Rwandan Tutsi, a former soldier who lost both

his parents in the 1994 genocide and later sought refuge in Britain. But in May this year, he
learned that once more his life was in danger.

MUSONERA:

The police called me when I was outside my house.

They told me, ‘You are in danger, try to come home quick.’ I came home. I saw two guys
and they showed me their police cards. They said to me, ‘We have come to see you because
you are in danger.’ I said, ‘Why? Who put me in danger?’ They said it is the Rwandan
Government.

CUFFE:

The Metropolitan Police officers handed him a notice

with the stark heading: ‘Threats to life’.

READER IN STUDIO:

Reliable intelligence states the Rwandan Government

poses an imminent threat to your life. The threat could come in any form. You should be
aware of other high profile cases where action such as this has been conducted in the past.
Conventional and unconventional means have been used.

-3CUFFE:

Jonathan Musonera is one of two political activists to

get the same warning that day. He thinks he’s at risk because he’s a founding member of the
Rwandan National Congress, an organisation launched last year in opposition to the
Government of President Kagame, which it accuses of carrying out human rights abuses and
suppressing political freedom. The warning notice went on to say that, although the
Metropolitan police would take steps to minimise the risk, it couldn’t protect him on a day to
day, hour to hour basis. He was advised to take remedial action to increase his safety –
always walking with an associate while carrying a mobile phone and changing his daily
routine.

MUSONERA:

When I read that, I was very scared. I said this is

crazy.

CUFFE:

And what do you think it means by ‘conventional and

unconventional means have been used’?

MUSONERA:

The Rwandan Government, they can use anything, they

can use anybody. I don’t know who I can trust. The President Kagame, he can’t accept
anyone who tried to challenge him or tried to ask him to stop doing the bad things.

CUFFE:

Are you worried for your family?

MUSONERA:

Yes, I am. When they want to go out, we go together.

They can’t go by themselves, because my wife, she is scared. She is really scared.

CUFFE:

And do you think the threat will continue?

MUSONERA:

Yes, I know the Rwandan Government. They can’t

stop. They try everything.

CUFFE:

Jonathan Musonera received news of the death threat

shortly before the Rwandan National Congress, the RNC, was due to hold a conference in
London. After meeting police, he got a phone call from a man called Norbert Rukimbira, a

-4CUFFE cont:

friend from his village in Rwanda, who was now living

in Brussels and attending some RNC meetings there. He said he was coming to the London
conference and would like to stay.

MUSONERA:

I told him I don’t have anywhere he have to sleep. I try

to book some room in the hotel. And he told me, ‘Why you want to book the room in the
hotel? We are brothers. We need to talk about our country, we have lot of things to talk.’ I
said, okay.

CUFFE:

But after agreeing to put Norbert Rukimbira up for the

night, Jonathan Musonera had another phone call – this time from RNC colleagues in
Brussels.

MUSONERA:

‘Norbert, don’t accept to put him in your house. You

are in danger. He’s one of the guys they send to kill you.’ I say, ‘No. Norbert is my friend. I
went with him to the army.’ They said, ‘Don’t be ridiculous. This guy, they sent him to kill
you. They can poison you. Even your family.’

CUFFE:

Heeding this further warning, he sent someone else to

meet Mr Rukimbira off the coach and book him into a hotel, but the visitor never arrived and
next day news came that he had been stopped by UK police at the border, questioned for six
hours and served with a Schedule 7 control order under the Terrorism Act, then sent back to
Belgium. Mr Musonera hasn’t heard from him since.

ACTUALITY OF TRAIN

ANNOUNCER ON TRAIN:

Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to Brussels. We will

soon be arriving at Brussels Midi station ....

CUFFE:
aborted journey to London?

ACTUALITY AT STATION

So who is Norbert Rukimbira and what was behind his

-5CUFFE:

The alleged assassin has agreed to meet me in Brussels

city centre. All I know about him is that he was a soldier in Paul Kagame’s Rwandan
Patriotic Front and worked in the intelligence service, but left the country in 2001 and was
granted asylum in Belgium. I believe he’s been working as a bus driver.

ACTUALITY IN BRUSSELS STREET

CUFFE:

Are you Norbert Rukimbira?

RUKIMBIRA:

Yes, my name is Norbert Rukimbira.

CUFFE:

I’m Jenny Cuffe from the BBC. Can we talk here?

Mr Rukimbira is smartly turned out in a crisp red and white striped shirt, and appears cool
and confident. We sit down at an outside café, where he tells me he was looking forward to
seeing his old friend, Jonathan Musonera, before police stopped him.

RUKIMBIRA:

They said they have information that I’m going to do

wrong things, I’m going to kill Musonera. And I say, ‘I was informed that you are there, so
why I come? Am I crazy? I’m going to sleep in his home, because he’s the one person I
know in England. So if I’m going to kill him and tomorrow going back, you will arrest me.’
I’m asking myself which kind of motivation I can have, going to kill a comrade, a friend of
me, so it is stupid.

CUFFE:

But the British police don’t stop someone under the

counterterrorism legislation for no reason, so they had information.

RUKIMBIRA:

If they had information, they were supposed, I was

supposed to make a statement and maybe took to custody, but what I think they are
misinformed, only that, and they are manipulated by some groups.

CUFFE:

Has anybody in the Rwandan Government asked you

to go and kill a member of the RNC like Jonathan Musonera?

-6RUKIMBIRA:

No, no, no, no way. No, no. No anyone. And I’m sure

those people, they know that even I can’t agree if they decide to do that.

CUFFE:

But it isn’t the first time that he has been implicated in

a political assassination plot. In 2000, a former associate of President Kagame was shot dead
in Rwanda and Norbert Rukimbira was named by his family as one of three men seen running
away. When I asked him about this, he put it down to another case of ‘misinformation’.

RUKIMBIRA:

I’m ready to make it clear in the court, no problem. I

was not involved.

CUFFE:

You have been accused of a very serious offence,

being part of President Kagame’s what some would say is a killing machine, you have been
accused of being a hitman.

RUKIMBIRA:

I am accused to be a killing machine by Kagame.

Since I left Rwanda, I don’t have any kind of contacts, official contact with Rwandese
officials.

CUFFE:

Britain isn’t the only country where there are claims of

illegal activity by the Rwandan Government. In South Africa, three Rwandans and three
Tanzanians are currently on trial for the attempted murder of a former Rwandan General. The
Chief Prosecutor has placed witnesses under protective custody out of fear of the Rwandan
Government. MP Eric Joyce, who heads the all party Parliamentary Group on the Great
Lakes Region, says the Prime Minister, David Cameron, is likely to have been briefed about
the threats to two UK residents.

JOYCE:

My instinct is that the security service in the UK and

the police would be taken very seriously, of course, by the Government of the UK. With
these reports, ministers would be deeply concerned and they were deeply concerned when the
reports first came out. I sense now there is an understanding that the Rwandans have taken
the reports very seriously too. There was, to be frank, a concern that the Rwandans may not
have taken quite seriously enough the implications with the relationship between Rwanda and
South Africa and how they responded to allegations of an incident in South Africa.

-7JOYCE cont:

There was a very clear wish that that not be repeated

when it comes to the UK. Because however much the British Government has a very close
relationship with Rwanda, clearly if there were any thoughts or even serious accusations that
things were happening in the UK, then that would be unacceptable. I think the Rwandans
have taken that very seriously and responded accordingly.

CUFFE:

But that’s not the impression we get. We do know that

the Permanent Under Secretary called in the Rwandan High Commissioner for talks, and it
was made clear the Government wouldn’t tolerate such activity. But President Kagame has
been quoted as saying the British police have been unprofessional, and when we spoke to the
High Commissioner, Ernest Rwamucyo, he dismissed the intelligence reports outright.

RWAMUCYO:

The allegations are completely bogus, baseless and

absolutely untrue. There is no way Rwanda would ever think of doing such a thing, and of all
places in the UK we have such a strong relationship, one of confidence and trust with the UK,
we don’t have any reason whatsoever to even think of doing such a thing.

CUFFE:

As you know, the UK Government is taking these

suggestions that citizens may be at risk from the Rwandan Government extremely seriously.

RWAMUCYO:

We have had discussions on this, and I think, as far as I

know, we are on the same page, that these allegations have not been substantiated and there is
no evidence or basis for us to mistrust each other.

CUFFE:

I’m sure you will agree the UK security services don’t

take this kind of measure lightly and that they will only act if they have very good reason to
do so.

RWAMUCYO:

We have not seen those reason at all and nobody has

come up with any evidence whatsoever.

CUFFE:
with Mr Rukimbira?

Are you saying that you have no official connection

-8RWAMUCYO:

He has no connections with Rwanda, apart from being

a Belgian citizen of Rwandan descent. There is no connections whatsoever with Rwanda.

CUFFE:

But File on 4 has learned that police have warned other

refugees in Britain about threats from the Rwandan Government. And we’ve found out more
about the way the Rwandan intelligence service operates.

ACTUALITY IN CAR PARK

CUFFE:

I’ve now come to see another Rwandan who says that

his life is in danger here in the UK. He once worked for President Kagame as one of his
bodyguards. Because he doesn’t want us to know where he lives, we are meeting him in a car
park, and I think I can see him sitting here now.
Hello. Noble Marara?

MARARA:

Hello.

CUFFE:

Can I get inside?

MARARA:

Yes, you can.

CUFFE:

Thank you.

Noble Marara was one of President Kagame’s bodyguards, but says he was imprisoned for a
misdemeanour and forced to flee the country. He’s lived in the UK for eight years and now
works as a health professional. He claims that in 2005, an official from the Rwandan High
Commission tried to recruit him as a spy, asking him to track down opponents. He’d be part
of a network of spies in the UK.

MARARA:

He was promising me that he was going to send me

£10,000 to sort out some of the programmes I may have and paying the people I may want to
use. He put me in touch with some guys who were here on training. Someone was in
Sunderland University, another one was in Sheffield and another in York. They said these
guys were one of the people they had briefed before they came here. They are trained by the
Government, some are trained in Tanzania, intelligence network. But I never met them, I

-9MARARA cont:

never met them. But I know very well, according to

the information I am being fed, they still send students here for that job.

CUFFE:

How many agents do you think might be operating for

the Rwandan Government here in Britain?

MARARA:

They are using so much money to recruit the people

and all I am sure about is that they are spending so much money in that way. That’s why I
cannot trust anyone because even the person close to me might turn against me because of the
money.

CUFFE:

A year after turning down the job with Rwanda’s

intelligence service, Mr Marara says he became a target of the Government. As the result of
a French judicial inquiry, he was named as someone who’d given evidence about the
shooting down of a plane carrying the former Rwandan President, Juvenal Hayarimana – an
incident some have linked to Paul Kagame. Sensing he was in danger, Noble Marara kept
changing addresses. Then, at the end of last year, he says police notified him of a threat,
telling him they’d given the same warning to two other Rwandans. So within a year, that’s
five people we understand to be in danger.

MARARA:

I’ve moved house more than seven times. I have

changed cars now more than three times, because they’ve seen and I suspect that someone
may give out my number plates. I know very well it’s not easy to hire someone to come and
shoot me, but then the only way they could do it is either poisoning me or sending someone
who may have access on me. So what I do, I stay away from the Rwandese community. I
may speak to them, but not as meeting them or showing them my address, and I cook by
myself because I cannot trust anybody, that’s for sure.

CUFFE:

You think they may go as far as to poison you?

MARARA:

They have done. Many people have been poisoned. In

the army we had people poisoned by injection, we had people poisoned through food or
drinks, so they might say they had not done it, because having no evidences, but me as a

- 10 MARARA cont:

person who shadowed them for some time, I know

exactly what used to happen to some of the colleagues.

CUFFE:

The Rwandan High Commissioner denies threatening

Rwandan residents in the UK or planting spies in Britain as students. President Paul Kagame
established peace after the genocide, but he’s now in his eighteenth year in office and a
growing number of Rwandans are troubled by his determination to hang on to power.
They’re not alone. The former foreign minister Kim Howells, who was head of the
Intelligence and Security Committee till last year, criticises his recent record. And he thinks
it’s quite likely that the Rwandan Government is threatening its opponents in Britain.

HOWELLS:

I guess there’s always been activity in this country, but

it seems to have reached a new pitch over the past two or three years.

CUFFE:

And why do you think that is?

HOWELLS:

Well, it could well be because the President of

Rwanda, President Kagame seems to be becoming more and more autocratic. He’s following
a kind of dreadful pattern of a lot of these countries. And as a consequence I think he’s not
just pursuing extremist Hutus who are on the run from allegations of their involvement in
genocide, but he seems to be targeting all critics now, and that’s a very worrying
development. I mean, he’s not the first President to move in this way, and one hopes that it
isn’t as pretty awful as it looks right now, but he seems to be pursuing with some ruthlessness
his opponents.

CUFFE:

That’s an allegation refuted by the Rwandan High

Commissioner. But in May this year, Human Rights Watch gave evidence to the
parliamentary International Development Committee about human rights violations in
Rwanda, including the jailing and disappearance of members of opposition parties. It said
Britain - which is the country’s biggest bi-lateral donor giving £83 million a year in aid should take a tougher line. And some Rwandan activists agree.

ACTUALITY WITH PHOTOGRAPH

- 11 RUSESABAGINA:

This picture you see here, this was on November 9th

2005. This was in the White House. I had been invited by President Bush for the
International Medal of Freedom. So this is a ....

CUFFE:

Paul Rusesabagina of Hotel Rwanda fame was

honoured for sheltering over a thousand Rwandans during the genocide. Now living in exile,
he’s become one of President Kagame’s most high profile critics. Britain, he says, is wrong to
give the Rwandan Government direct financial support.

RUSESABAGINA:

There are two different sorts of helping or aiding

nations. There is what they call direct aid. My message to the British people, the British
administration would be to stop what they call direct aid, this money injected into nations’
budgets, but rather continue to help Rwandans through humanitarian aid, through NGOs.
Since the United Kingdom is among the few nations which are giving cash to today’s
Rwandan Government, I would advise to stop direct aid.

CUFFE:

The International Development Minister, Andrew

Mitchell, wasn’t able to give us an interview, but in a statement his Department stresses the
strength of Britain’s commitment to Rwanda, pointing out that aid will help some of its
poorest people. It adds:

READER IN STUDIO:

The UK-Rwanda relationship is a candid one and we

raise issues where we have concerns on a regular basis and at senior levels, including
concerns over political space, media freedom and extra-judicial killings. We continue to urge
the Government of Rwanda to address these issues and to bring the perpetrators of human
rights abuses to justice.

CUFFE:

Another country that receives generous financial

support from Britain is Zimbabwe. Though in this case, because of concerns about the lack of
democracy and human rights, the £88 million of aid is directed through non-governmental
organisations. Zimbabwe too stands accused of sending secret agents to spy on the refugee
community and report back to President Robert Mugabe.

- 12 ACTUALITY AT MALCOLM X CLUB

CUFFE:

At least once or twice a year, Zimbabweans in Bristol

have enjoyed lavish parties at this community hall in the city centre, the Malcolm X. Not
surprisingly, their host is a popular man – he spares no expense, plying them with food and
drinks from dusk to dawn.

TSHUMA:

I attended one of his birthday parties. There were over

a hundred people there and all those hundred people came out by the end of the day drunk
and satisfied.

CUFFE:

Admore Tshuma, a Zimbabwean journalist in exile,

describes his host - who can’t be named for legal reasons - as a flashy, flamboyant character,
always strikingly dressed.

TSHUMA:

I asked myself, I said, ‘What kind of a job is this guy

doing in the UK?’ and I had no answer. The money he spent he could have spent over £5,000
because we could drink anything - spirits, meat, everything was there, people could even grab
and open bottles of Jack Daniels and everything, all the spirits you can manage.

CUFFE:

As far as the Zimbabweans in Bristol were concerned,

their host was more interested in the high life than politics, though his wife was a member of
the MDC – the party that now shares power with Mugabe’s Zanu-PF but remains its chief
opponent. So they were surprised when news leaked out about his past. In April this year, he
told an Immigration and Asylum Tribunal that back in Zimbabwe he worked for the notorious
Central Intelligence Organisation, the CIO. More shocking still, they learned that his job
involved torturing Mugabe’s opponents.

TSHUMA:

He used to pull people’s teeth with pliers, he used to

torture people. According to the information he gave to the Home Office, he threatened to
have a father having sex with his daughter - that came from him.

CUFFE:

The tribunal heard that the appellant, as he was called,

was trained by the Chinese and KGB in surveillance techniques. On one occasion:

- 13 READER IN STUDIO:

A female MDC member was taken to an underground

cell, stripped naked and tortured with whips made of hide. The appellant put salt in her
wounds.

CUFFE:

After relaying this horrific background, he told the

immigration judge that he’d put all this behind him ten years ago and before leaving
Zimbabwe he’d started to pass information about the CIO’s plans to the MDC. He said he
severed all links with the organisation before fleeing to Britain in 2001 in fear for his life,
though for some reason he only claimed asylum seven years later. On the strength of this
evidence, the tribunal judge decided his life would be in danger if he returned to Zimbabwe.
Because of the atrocities he’d committed, he wasn’t entitled to asylum but was granted leave
to stay in the UK under the Human Rights Act. But it seems he didn’t give the judge the
whole story. We have spoken by phone to a government insider in Harare, whom we’ve
agreed not to name. He claims that, far from quitting the CIO, the man in Bristol had been
sent to the UK on a spying mission and remained active until earlier this year.

UNIDENTIFIED MAN:

His mission there was to spy and provide intelligence

about source of funding for the MDC here back home and to spy on asylum seekers, to spy
on the Home Office, to spy on the British Government, its interaction with MDC activists in
the UK and everything. So he had a very big budget to do that.

CUFFE:

So you are saying that up until this year, I think it was

up until May this year, he was on the CIO’s payroll, he was employed by the CIO?

UNIDENTIFIED MAN:

Yes. Yes. I can confirm seeing his salary, I saw it with

my eyes.

CUFFE:

Our insider says he has seen a report the Bristol agent

sent back to Harare in 2006 detailing a meeting the MDC held at the Palace of Westminster.

TSHUMA:

It is something really which is shocking. It is

something really which will send genuine exiles, genuine asylum seekers to go underground.
We don’t trust each other anymore, because if it emerges that in our society somebody who
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has committed heinous crimes under the name of

Robert Mugabe is living among us, it’s so scary, it’s really scary.

CUFFE:

File on 4 has a statement from the man’s lawyer in

which he makes it clear that he respects the work of the CIO as a professional organisation
which is meant to protect Zimbabwe and its people. But bizarrely, given his evidence to the
Tribunal, he denies confessing that he persecuted anyone. Among the Zimbabweans who
rubbed shoulders with him in Bristol are members of the MDC, who now worry about
everything they might have told him. Admore Tshuma says they feel betrayed.

TSHUMA:

We have heard of cases whereby somebody joins the

MDC in the United Kingdom or joins ZAPU – these are opposition political parties – in the
UK, campaigns or in public to declare that they are .... You find the CIO back home, they get
to know that you are in the UK and supporting the MDC or ZAPU or campaigning ... and you
have your families victimised or tortured.

CUFFE:

The chair of the Bristol branch of the MDC is Morgan

Mutasa. He believes his party is riddled with spies and that some have even held responsible
positions. He blames infiltration by the CIO for recent disruption.

MUTASA:

Time and again we have been calling up all the

authorities telling them that the MDC in the UK is infiltrated by the CIOs and there is a great
danger for our people if they were to be returned back to Zimbabwe, because they have been
exposed with these people and then their lives exactly at risk.

CUFFE:

But what made you suspect that your organisation was

being infiltrated by the CIO?

MUTASA:

Well mainly it’s because of what was coming out in

Zimbabwe about our activities here in the UK.

CUFFE:

What, detailed information?

MUTASA:

Oh yes, very detailed information.

- 15 CUFFE:

So there are members of the MDC who have worked

for the CIO?

MUTASA:

There you go, yes, that’s very obvious. There are

members of the MDC have worked for the CIO and it is about time these guys start being
exposed now.

EXTRACT FROM SW RADIO

PRESENTER:

You’re listening to SW Radio Africa ...

CUFFE:

SW Radio, which broadcasts in the UK from a studio

in Hertfordshire, has been exposing people it claims are CIO agents. Journalist Lance Goma
has obtained a list of names leaked from the organisation, dated 2001.

GOMA:

This list has 480+ names.

CUFFE:

And what are these agents up to now? I mean, do we

know where they’re operating?

GOMA:

The majority are still serving in the state security

agency. A significant number of them who were formerly deputy intelligence officers have
been deployed to various embassies abroad. There is one already from the first two lists that
we have published, one who is deployed at the Zimbabwean Embassy in London.

CUFFE:

Mr Goma is still researching the background of those

named on the list, several of them now living in Britain. One of them works for a UK
registered charity. He says there are good reasons why the CIO should take a particular
interest in Zimbabweans here.

GOMA:

This is a community that is empowered financially,

they have the resources. It is very important to note that one of most significant
constituencies of the MDC in terms of its fundraising is its diaspora structures - they send a
lot of money to the MDC. So you are not just talking of a disempowered community.

- 16 GOMA cont:

They are not able to vote, yes, but they are able to

express their, shall we call it political and financial muscle that they have in other ways. So I
think that makes them, in the eyes of the regime, a big threat.

CUFFE:

So how does the Zimbabwean secret service get its

spies into Britain? Well one way, according to many of the people we’ve spoken to for File
on 4, is to send them as asylum seekers. We’ve talked to the head of an organisation helping
Zimbabwean refugees, who doesn’t want to be interviewed, but says it is not uncommon for
CIO agents to pose as asylum seekers. They’re often identified by other refugees, and unlike
people with a genuine case, they freely travel back to Zimbabwe after gaining asylum.
Morgan Mutasa, chair of the Bristol MDC, thinks Robert Mugabe’s government uses the
machinery of state to supply agents with fake documents.

MUTASA:

I have no doubt in my mind that they would send

people under the guise of asylum seeking when they are actually CIO people. They have the
machinery to fake documents. They have the machinery to come out with the documents
which the Home Office can’t deny, I can’t blame the Home Office for that. It is those people
who don’t have documents and who can’t obtain any documents at all who are really genuine
victims of persecution.

CUFFE:

We wanted to talk to the Zimbabwean Embassy about

allegations that they were sending spies to the UK and abusing asylum laws. They referred us
to the Government in Harare, but we haven’t been able to make contact. The same allegation
– that the UK asylum system is being used as a route to bring in spies – is made by Rwandans
living here in exile. Rene Mugenzi, a community worker in London, was the second man to
receive a warning of a threat to life in May this year. His last job in the UK was helping
asylum seekers. He says a significant number claimed to be fleeing the Rwandan
Government and had documents to prove it, but then, once they’d gained asylum, they started
working for the regime.

MUGENZI:

There are a number of them who come and ask asylum,

but they still be supportive of the government, they still travel back after they get refugee
status, they still travel back to Rwanda immediately.

- 17 CUFFE:

How do you know that asylum seekers are coming

deliberately with the knowledge of their own government back in Rwanda?

MUGENZI:

No, some of the members of some of the Rwanda

communities publicly discussed that with other, you know, other people and they discussed it
with me and say that they have been supported to come in the UK by the Rwandan
Government and the Rwandan Government, because of that, they should corroborate the
Rwandan Government, for example, going to the ... when they need them, helping them or
giving them some information within the Rwandan community.

CUFFE:

Rene Mugenzi describes the same pattern that we’ve

seen in the Zimbabwean refugee community – of spies sent to the UK and furnished with
documents that help them build a case for asylum.
What kind of documents would those be?

MUGENZI:

There would be newspaper articles ... or court

documents.

CUFFE:

They get them from people in the Government?

MUGENZI:

Yes. They get them in support, in the support of the

Embassy and they get them from Rwanda. I don’t know exactly how the channel works, but
they get them from the Government.

CUFFE:

We put this evidence to the Rwandan High

Commissioner, Edward Rwamucyo.

RWAMUCYO:

I’m not responsible, I don’t know any reasons why

Rwandans choose to go wherever they go and decides to settle wherever they want to settle,
and whoever is making those allegations, they should provide the evidence for it and show
how an allegation like that could ... with Rwanda. We are not responsible for people moving.
All we do is we encourage our diaspora, wherever it is, to be law abiding.

- 18 CUFFE:

The Rwandan High Commissioner seems shocked by

the allegation, but the notion that some foreign governments abuse asylum laws comes as no
surprise to Kim Howells. His role as Head of the Intelligence and Security Committee gave
him an insight into the movement of spies in and out of Britain.

HOWELLS:

I mean, this is one of the great weaknesses of the way

in which we control who comes in and who leaves this country. Very often people are given
the right to stay for all kinds of reasons, which probably wouldn’t stand up in a lot of other
countries. Sometimes, of course, it allows people in who are just dreadful individuals and
they will include spies, they will include people who have come here, if you like, under the
disguise of asylum seekers in order to carry out the work of the governments that sent them in
the first place. I mean, governments are very sophisticated at doing this and it’s not just
African countries, it’s all kinds of countries. It’s something that we have to be very very
careful about. It’s not an easy security role to carry out and it’s dependent all the time on
having good intelligence about these communities and about the individuals who come in and
leave this country.

CUFFE:

In announcing cuts in Government spending in 2009,

the Prime Minister David Cameron made an exception of aid – a decision he defended again
earlier this summer. Rwanda and Zimbabwe are among the top beneficiaries. But Kim
Howells suggests that however that aid is given – directly or indirectly - countries which
flagrantly misbehave and which flout British laws no longer deserve to receive it.

HOWELLS:

The one measure I think that this Government could

take and the previous Governments, including the Government of which I was a minister
should have taken, is to say the slightest breath of this and that aid is cut off. If there is any
hint at all that these people are threatening people, whether they are British citizens or
residents or they’ve been allowed to stay here, then we must say to them, ‘I’m sorry, this aid
is going to be cut off immediately,’ and that’s a threat that they certainly could not afford to
ignore. Now I’m not arguing that my solution would resolve all of it, it may be that the poor
people who receive the aid are going to grow poorer and their children are going to suffer and
so on, but I don’t think we can go on as we are. I think we have to be very serious about
warning these regimes, these governments, that they have to take some action to reform this
dreadful behaviour.

- 19 CUFFE:

The Department for International Development

disagrees and gave us this statement:

READER IN STUDIO:

Where a Government’s actions fail to live up to the

standard we expect, we do not believe it would be right or fair to penalise the poor and
vulnerable so we find other ways to provide support, through NGOs and charities. Our
diplomatic and aid relationships allow Britain to address issues such as respect for human
rights, rule of law and corruption.

CUFFE:

In the past, wealthy countries like the UK have been

accused of propping up abusive regimes and aid has fallen into the wrong hands. And when
money’s tight, the public mood is sceptical. For ministers and taxpayers alike, the question is
how badly does a Government have to behave to forfeit aid from Britain?
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